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Reply to ‘‘Comment on ‘Power-law correlations in the southern-oscillation-index
fluctuations characterizing El Niño’ ’’
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Earlier @Phys. Rev. E63, 047201~2001!# we studied the southern oscillation index~SOI!. Our findings
tended to favor specific physical models for the El Nin˜o description. The Comment by Metzler@Phys. Rev. E
67, 018201~2003!# on this publication does not give any argument in favor of another El Nin˜o physical model.
In contrast, the Comment points out that statistical properties of the SOI data can be explained with a model
based on a linear autoregressive process, but such a modeling does not help in identifying the relevant physical
mechanisms.
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In Ref. @1# we studied the southern oscillation index~SOI!
during 1866–2000. An anomalous tail of the cumulative d
tribution of the fluctuations of the SOI signal was found w
an occurrence of extreme events. Large fluctuations oc
more often than the Gaussian distribution would predict. T
signal energy spectrum was analyzed and the Detren
Fluctuation Analysis~DFA! performed on the SOI signa
Self-affine properties and power law correlations in the s
nal fluctuations were suggested. Antipersistent type of co
lation exists for a time interval ranging from about 4 mont
to about 6 years. This tends to favor specific physical mod
for the El Niño description.

Metzler @2# points out that the statistical properties of t
SOI data as analyzed in Ref.@1# could be explained with a
model based on a linear autoregressive process. Even th
it is not his aim; ‘‘to show that all statistical properties of th
SOI data can be explained with this sort of model,’’ yet so
SOI properties can be found in short-range correlated ar
cial data, he writes.

Many authors search for universal laws, under the form
power laws in order to test the scaling hypothesis and h
archical structure in systems and phenomena. At this t
this procedure calls for accumulation of data and empir
analyses that do not always follow rigorous statistical pro
dures. Of course, we concur with Metzler that ‘‘statistic
properties of a time series should~ . . . ! be compared to pos
sible models to make any meaningful statement . . . when
appropriate models exist.’’ ~Our emphasis.! It is recognized
that a law with a single power exponent consists of a fi
order approximation. Macaiet al. @3# pointed out that a
straight line can fit many types of curves on a log-log pl
Therefore we concur that one should not stretch the dis
sion presented in Ref.@1# to much.

One might debate which of two URL addresses provid
as references for the source of the data should be used
have used the data set listed in ASCII format with eig
decimal point precision at the URL in Ref.@4# ~thus 1602
data points! and data from the URL in Ref.@5# from July
1999 to April 2000 ~thus taking into account extra da
points!.
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It seems that Metzler@2# analyzes a data set with on
decimal point precision presented from the URL in Ref.@6#;
a disagreement is then found on the values for them expo-
nents for the same range ofuxu values. The scaling is no
perfect, and it was never claimed otherwise in Ref.@1#. The
scaling should be much better from a model data series
can be as long as desired; note that Metzler did not prop
such a comparison establishing the intrinsic features of
so-called model. Nevertheless the error bars we quoted
quite satisfactory for this type of work and for its purpos
The linear fit within the error bars is aimed to test our h
pothesis whether the distribution is Levy stable or not. T
values ofm exponentconfirma lack of Gaussian law in the
region specified. The lack of error bars in the Comment
Metzler @2# does not allow a comparison of confidence inte
vals from both analyses. In Ref.@1# it was written that the
statistics is not sufficient for large amplitudes of the fluctu
tions.

In addition to Ref.@1# we tested the fluctuation distribu
tion with a Kolmogorov-Smirnov procedure on two types
surrogate data: one in which the amplitudes are rando
shuffled and the other where the sign of the SOI signa
randomly shuffled. It is known that@7# the origin of broad-
tailed distributions is a key question; the broad tails a
thought to be caused by long-range volatility correlatio
This was the interesting question for our SOI analysis. D
stroying all correlations by shuffling the order of the fluctu
tions is known to cause the broad tails almost to vani
Destroying only sign correlations, by shuffling the order
only the signs~but not the absolute values! of the fluctua-
tions, allows the broad tails to persist. We did not find
worthwhile to add an extra figure that would only prove t
expected or even obvious.

One can surely find many mathematical functions bes
the one mentioned in the preceding comment, functio
which have a power spectrum with the same slope as the
signal of Ref.@1#. However, it is well known@8–11# that a
power law scaling of the power spectrum of the process
necessary condition for self-affinity. However, it is also w
known that the Fourier transform technique is not very p
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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cise in determining the scaling range and the spectral ex
nent. It depends on the bin size distribution, which is us
for the fit. Therefore, as it is written in Ref.@1#: ‘‘To better
estimate the crossover and to test the correlations usin
different approach, we analyze the SOI signal applying
DFA technique.’’ Our statement about the lack of fully inte
esting information from the power spectrum is turned
Metzler @2# into a criticism.

In fact, in order to convince oneself about the statisti
significance, some extra tests are useful. Since there i
other data from the same experiment, the surrogate data
nique can be used for subsequent comparison. After sev
such Monte Carlo simulations, a~trivial! Brownian noise be-
havior was found in the surrogate data. When keeping
amplitude but stochastically reversing the sign, again a
several Monte Carlo simulations, we obtained simi
Brownian noise behavior. The energy spectrum of the S
data, from Fig. 1 in Ref.@1# leads to a spectral exponentb
51.3260.14 characterizing the correlations of fluctuatio
in the frequency range from about 1/5 to about 1/
~month!21. For comparison, we show in the insets of Fig.
the energy spectrum of the shuffled~upper inset! and random
sign ~lower inset! SOI signal. We conclude that the foun
slope of the SOI signal in Ref.@1# is significantly outside the
error bars of the surrogate data corresponding values. By
way, each comparison used the Kolmogorov-Smirnov tes
procedure.

The DFA function of the test data in Fig. 5 of the com
ment shows three, not two, possible scaling regions as
zler @2# states. The DFA function of the SOI signal in th
Fig. 5 is very different from the DFA function that we obta
following the same steps of the analysis. We relate this to
fact that Metzler@2# uses a different data set.

An interesting point concerns the ‘‘missing first step.’’ F
this Reply, we have performed the analysis on the SOI sig
time series that is integrated~so-called first step! to mimick a
random walk

FIG. 1. The energy spectrum of the SOI data~from Fig. 1 in
Ref. @1#!. A spectral exponentb51.3260.14 characterizes the co
relations of fluctuations in the frequency range from about 1/5
about 1/64~month!21. Insets: The energy spectrum of the shuffl
~upper inset! and random sign~lower inset! SOI signal.
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The DFA function as shown in Fig. 2 clearly possess
two scaling regions characterized bya151.0660.01 and
a250.3760.02 with a crossover at about 64 months. In t
insets the DFA functions of the two types of surrogate d
we used are also shown. Both of them scale as short-ra
correlated data with an exponent 1/2 as expected and con
the analysis in Ref.@1#, without adding anything to the fac
that the SOI signal fluctuations can be both medium- a
long-range correlated. We feel that a periodic pattern lead
a crossover in the DFA graph, as shown by Huet al. @12#

Thus, it can be considered that the findings of the lon
range correlations in the SOI signal in Ref.@1# are robust.
This confirms the relevance of the measurements of a si
precision.

Regarding the many statements by Metzler on analyz
data with care, we wholly agree, but have never done oth
wise. We never wrote that scaling laws hold everywhere;
agree that an artificial model is sometimes statistically be
than a physical one for explaining a phenomenon.

However, there are many models that aim to forecast
El Niño phenomena based on the canonical correla
analysis or a geophysical model, for example, Refs.@13–
17#.Other types of forecasting models are various emp
cally derived or inverse models as the one suggested in
@18# and the method based on the Fokker-Planck equation
the probability distribution function derived directly from th
observation data and the Langevin equation for the evolu
of the signal@19#. We are aware also of models that consid
the El Niño phenomena as a stochastically driven proc
and as a composite of a few oscillating modes@20–22#.

There is a misprint in Ref.@1# p. 047201-2: ‘‘m53.30
60.06 when the amplitudes of fluctuations are between
and 2.8’’ should be read: ‘‘m53.3060.06 when the ampli-
tudes of fluctuations are between 1.2 and 2.8.’’

o

FIG. 2. The DFA function̂ F2(t)&1/2 in log-log plot for the SOI
data from Fig. 1 in Ref.@1#. Two scaling regimes are observe
a151.0660.01 and noiselikea250.3760.02 with a crossover a
'64 months.
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